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Picture Day

Early in the morning, the sound of the blow dryer creates a warming white noise as I sit on a

tower of pillows. My mom's hands move up and down, like a puppeteer’s, reshaping my hair, the

strings choreographing the round barrel brush and the blow dryer. A glimpse of my reflection

reveals itself through my heavy eyelids, as they meet and then open and meet and then open. As

my neck drops, my mom wakes me up with each tug. The stiff bristles of the hairbrush stretch

my virgin hair, the thick curls widening in the mirror.

“Ouch!” I yelp, the sharp tug followed by the hot air searing my scalp.

“Sit up,” my mom commands. “Do you want your hair straight or not?”

I jolt up. It is picture day after all. My chaotic curls did not fit in the elegant frame that would be

hung in the hallways of our house, or stacked on my Teta’s shrine of her grandkids' school

photos. If I could, I would go back in time to tell my younger self that her big curls were never

meant to be contained by a four by six frame. But back then, all I wanted was to fit in. I thought

that I had to adjust into the white frame that held pictures of straight, sleek hair displayed on tv

screens and magazines.
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The Beach

The beach is a minefield for curly hair, the salted water and misty air threatening to undo hours

of straightening and shrinking. My feet sank into the sand with every step as I followed the

crashes of the waves. Eager to feel the water caress my face, I began to run before my toes met

the tide. I stopped myself, almost forgetting to gather my hair into the tight bun that would keep

it from getting wet and unleashing my curls. The ocean has always offered a space for me to be

free. Yet, there I was, my head above the water, anxious of all the ways my silky hair could be

ruined if I go under. I was determined to look put together, even when what I admired most about

the beach is the way the waves choose their own chaotic form and the sand is imprinted with

uneven grooves. I held myself up, convinced that the waves were wicked, as if growing hands

that would dissarange my delicate hair. I would not emerge from the water with beautiful beach

waves like the rest of the girls. My hair would dry and tangle into frizzy chaos, revealing to

everyone all the time I spent suppressing it. From here on out, I kept my head above the water.
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“I think you are trying to make everybody comfortable, you are trying to blend in.” (Good

Hair 8:13)

My hand began to cramp after an hour of running my curls in between the two rectangles of heat

that should fry them into perfection. Although tomorrow was just another day of highschool, I

didn’t dare show up with my large, curly hair. I had forgotten what my curls looked like, never

giving them a second to spring to life after a shower before flattening them with my hair dryer. I

went over each strand again and again, like ironing down the creases of a shirt, burning the

character off of each groove and twist. My back is hunched and my eyes begin to close.

“Ouch.” The reaction is tired, almost obligatory, as I pull my hand away from where I’d

accidentally grasped the hot iron.

“Do you want your hair straight or not?” I take a breath that brings my body upright before

resuming my nightly ritual.
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Homecoming

While my parents were out of town, I spent the week at a friend’s house. It was a typical teenage

dream: sleepovers back-to-back after school and endless talking. During my first night, my

hatred towards my natural hair was no secret as I frantically searched for my straightener in my

overpacked bags.

“You must’ve left it at your house, my friend said. “I’ll take you to get it.”

She seemed oddly excited as we made the trip. I guess I was excited too, anxious even, as I sat in

the car with my hair in a low frizzy ponytail, waiting to be reunited with my straightener.

The house was lit with a warm, yellow glow as I opened the front door. I walked up the stairs,

following a path of golden flower petals lying along the floor, unaware of what was going on. A

soft song grew louder. Before I got to my room, I already knew that this was a homecoming

proposal. At first my friend’s excitement was contagious—I almost forgot about the mission to
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capture my straightener. Although I found it funny that she knew exactly how to lure me here,

the frizz from my hair seemed to snap me back into reality. Yet again, I stopped, the tide at my

feet. The enthusiasm dimmed inside of me, replaced with the miserable words, “But my hair.”

I looked back and asked my friend, “Why didn’t you tell me to straighten my hair?” I felt the joy

deflating from myself and the others around me.

A hand-painted sign surrounded by string lights illuminated my boyfriend’s proud face. His

smile stretched wide, carving his elevated cheeks as he waited for my reaction. The vivid colors

of the flowers he held to his chest did not match the response he received.

“I look so ugly,” I said.

My hair seemed to take over the room as I became smaller and smaller. No matter how hard I

tried,  I could not convince myself to accept the tenderness of the moment. Though gratitude

filled my heart, my hair seemed to restrain me. I had convinced myself that I was not equivalent

to the beauty of this gesture, that my hair left me undeserving of love.

I felt like a set of Russian dolls. My most inner self cried out, begging my outer shell to be

excited about this moment, but it almost felt too perfect for me. I was messy and unfinished,

unworthy of something so lovely.
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At the time, I could not understand the root of my deep hatred for my hair, causing my sorrow to

transform into misplaced anger: “Why did nobody tell me to straighten my hair?” It was silent as

I stared into my friends' confused faces. I turned and looked up into my boyfriend’s eyes,

clouded with disappointment, his thoughtfulness overshadowed by my insecurity.

I buried my face into his chest. “So cute!” my friend exclaimed before snapping our picture. I

wish there was a way I could redraw this picture, that entire moment, with the hands that now

cherish my curls because they stem from the root of my character, because they are not perfect,

and that is okay.

182 Hours

They say you spend 182 hours a year in the bathroom. I wondered if my hours were doubled

with the long nights I spent flattening the life out of my hair. Going to the hair salon made me

feel better; a small reduction to my excessive bathroom hours.
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I didn’t think about the toxic chemicals we were breathing when my hair stylist started blow

drying my hair outside the salon after applying the relaxer. I was just happy the fumes wouldn’t

make me tear up now that we were in open air. Countless relaxers later, my curly hair seemed to

belong to a past life. When I showered, the water only gave my hair a small wave, and the curls

seemed to succumb to my will. Surrendering to the heat, they no longer fought the damage, and I

finally got what I wanted.

My hairdresser had seen every transformation, and at each request she sighed. Helping me go

from brown to blonde to purple over the years, snipping off what she could of my scorched ends

without leaving me hairless. On this particular day, as I watched her glide through my sleek

straight hair, it didn’t even reach my shoulders. I ignored the excessive amount of dead hair on

the floor, not even stopping to think about what I was losing. I had finally reached the graceful

and composed standard of beauty.

“People spend so much money to have hair like yours.” I was bombarded by this phrase at the

hair salon during my occasional blowouts I’d had growing up. Though most people were trying

to get me to love my hair, their well-meaning compliments only made me feel guilty for trying to

fit in. Oddly, I came to miss hearing this phrase as my curls began to blend in over time. I had

spent all my money to have hair like theirs, nobody could even see what “hair like mine” was.

“I’m gonna be strong against all the forces that are trying to get me to straighten my hair.”

(Good Hair 2:43)
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Lim・bo

noun. an uncertain period of awaiting a decision or resolution; an intermediate state or

condition.

As I walked through UCSB’s campus, I found myself regularly stopping strangers to compliment

their hair. I never thought to question why each of those people had the same hair as I did; their

curls seemed to accentuate their character, while I did everything to hide my own.

The stench of burnt hair lingered in my dorm room, but my roommate never complained. She

knew it was a sensitive topic. A friend had stopped by from down the hall, my hair crimped from

the water as I came out of the shower. Her own curls were lively as they escaped from the top of

her bun. I loved her hair. As I stood in front of our bare metal mirror, muscle memory seemed to

guide my hand to the blow dryer as I stripped the moisture from my curls.
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“Are you straightening your hair?” she asked, shocked, as if I had just forced her own hair under

the heat.

“Yes,” I said, and by this time, I was not proud of my habit.

I learned that she had also internalized all the comments that fall under the list of Things You

Should Not Tell Girls with Curly Hair. Words like “poofy” and “messy” also circled in her mind

as she mended both the physical and emotional damage of our instilled and distorted ideas of

beauty. Because her recovery was farther along than mine, she convinced me to dip my head

under the water, and so I did.

“Hairstyles for curly hair,” diffusers, conditioners, and creams slowly began to fill my Google

search history, but I still did not buy into the idea that I could let my hair be natural.

“This outfit is so cute, but my hair needs to be straight,” I would say to my roommate to avoid

leaving the room with a head of damaged curls.

I craved the special admiration and praise of sleek, straight hair. Though at times I went all day

without the straightener, it never lasted. Eventually, I could make it a few days without

straightening my hair, but I always caved. On the days when I felt ambitious, I dragged myself

out of bed early in the morning and allowed my curls to see the light of day. After a shower, I

spent hours in front of the mirror twirling my hair with slabs of leave-in conditioner and gels

from the back of my closet. I scrunched my hair for volume, yet if each strand could speak they
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would wail in exhaustion, lifelessly drooping down my neck. By this time, it would be too late to

straighten my hair. When nobody was looking, I would clench my eyes shut and snap my fingers,

hoping for a miracle. When I timidly opened them, I still saw my dried, deranged curls staring

back at me. Although I might have spent half the day fighting the need to conquer my mane, all

day felt like a punishment. As I walked to classes, I felt like a lion that had just been released.

Yet instead of feeling courageous, I felt exposed. I wished to fold and coil my body, making

myself smaller, I couldn’t wait to go home and tame my curly hair.

Roots

“If only my roots weren’t so curly, my hair wouldn’t be so big,” I’d say to reassure my friends

that I was not completely different from them. Straightening my roots seemed to leave more

room for others; their comfort at the expense of my individuality.

Years later, I sat in my room reflecting on my journey, though it is never truly complete. My hair

lay stiff in tight braids, covered in deep conditioners and concoctions of oils as I looked up at the

pothos plant that wrapped its vines along the edges of my room. I stood up to water the plant,

then added a tally to the ripped notebook paper taped at the edge of my desk labeled “Days Since

I Have Straightened My Hair.” I looked back at the plant, her thick roots sustaining the

complexity of her versatile vines. Not hesitating to take up space, she let the green leaves grow

and follow their path, filling my room with a pleasant intensity. Yet, she could not do this on her

own, relying on my compassion to nurture her with the proper time and care to grow. I never

rushed her to bloom, never measured her length or expected perfection. I was patient, trusting

that her roots would create their own unique pattern.
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Today, I wonder why I showed this plant more compassion than myself. Perhaps the world does

not comfortably give us the room to grow, but then again patience was never my greatest

strength. I find my truest self in the moments where I can feel the ridges in my thick roots,

guiding every curve and bend of my curls, like muscles. I unite with myself in the long hours I

now spend encouraging my curls to fulfill their purpose instead of compressing them to fit an

unsuitable frame. Along with my hair, I have rediscovered the pattern of my character. My

liveliness lay in the way my curls defy gravity, my compassion and warmth in the moisture of

each strand, and my vulnerability in their courageous volume. It was when I no longer concealed

my roots that my leaves were able to grow and my authenticity displayed its unique pattern. I

nourished every singed strand until it began to take on its own life. Each day I curl back to my

roots, filling the room vibrantly, no longer hiding.

Recently, a woman came up to me and said, “I know you hate your hair, but it is absolutely

beautiful.” At first I thought it was such an odd thing to say, until I realized it wasn’t. We are

taught to hate our hair to the point where we believe it is a measure of our worth. When I told her

I loved my hair, she seemed surprised. “My daughter hates her curly hair,” she told me. It felt

like a sign from my younger self, if someone had just told her she did not need to try to be

extraordinary, she may have believed she already was. Though maybe I’m grateful nobody told

me, I have learned this difficult journey can be a beautiful one. “Tell her I love her hair,” I said.


